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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose a secure communication framework for interaction and information sharing between a server and agents in DS-NVSA (Detection System of Network Vulnerability Scan Attacks) proposed in [1]. For the scalability and interoperability with other detection systems, we design the proposed framework based on IDMEF and IAP that have been drafted by IDWG. We adapt IDMEF and IAP to the proposed framework and provide SKTLS (Symmetric Key based Transport Layer Security Protocol) for the network environment that cannot afford to support public-key infrastructure. Our framework provides the reusability of heterogeneous intrusion detection systems and enables the scope of intrusion detection to be extended. Also it can be used as a framework for ESM (Enterprise Security Management) system.

키워드: 침입 감지(Intrusion Detection), 네트워크 취약점 분석(Network Vulnerability Analysis), 네트워크 보안(Network Security)

1. Introduction

Computer hackers must conduct a lot of research to successfully gain privileged access to computers over the network. This attitude to gather intelligence before attempting to break in is called network vulnerability scan attack [1].

Today, the number of automated network vulnerability scanners such as nmap, nscan, scan and mscan is constantly increasing and more attacks are successfully initiated [2–4]. To protect from those automated scanners, many tools such as scanlord, snort and RTSD have been developed. However, they have problems in detecting slow scans, coordinated scans, slow coordinated scans, vulnerable port scans and so forth because they depend on the specified number of packets received from one host in a specified period of time [2, 4]. Also they cannot provide a hierarchical detection and response capability to counter attacks occurring across large–scale networks because they are almost stand-alone systems. In [1], DS-NVSA (Detection System of Network Vulnerability Scan Attacks) was proposed to solve the problems mentioned above. However, DS-NVSA has security threats such as masquerade, modification of messages, fabrication of intrusion alert messages or response messages, repudiation, denial of service in exchanging messages between its server and its agents. Moreover,
it lacks the standardized way to enable interoperability with other intrusion detection systems and allow users to mix- and-match the deployment of these systems according to their strong and weak points to obtain an optimal implementation.

In this paper, we propose a secure communication framework for interaction and sharing information between a server and several agents in DS-NVSA, which stands against the threats mentioned above and provides a standardized way.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work. In section 3, we describe DS-NVSA, and then define the requirements of a secure communication framework for DS-NVSA. In section 4, we propose a secure communication framework. Section 5 analyzes the proposed framework based on the requirements defined in section 3. Finally, section 6 provides our conclusions and outlines future work.

2. Related Work

As intrusions and other attacks become more widespread and more sophisticated, it becomes beyond the scope of a stand-alone intrusion detection system to deal with them [4]. Thus, the need arises for systems to cooperate with one another and to manage diverse attacks across networks. As a result, several distributed intrusion detection systems such as DIDS, GRIDIS, EMERALD, AAFID were proposed [11]. But there are still some problems. First, these systems have focused primarily on homogeneous components, with little attention toward standardization. Second, there are threats such as masquerade, modification of messages, fabrication of intrusion alert messages or response messages, repudiation, and denial of service when messages are exchanged among different intrusion detection systems. Works to solve such problems have been made as follows. In 1997, a group of research projects funded by DARPA began a collaborative effort called the Common Intrusion Detection Framework (CIDF). The motivation of CIDF was to provide an infrastructure that allows different intrusion detection and response (IDR) components to interoperate and share information and resources [4, 13, 18]. A communication framework and a common intrusion specification language (CISL) are provided to assist interoperation among CIDF components [14]. The Common Intrusion Specification Language (CISL) is a way for intrusion detection systems to express information about events, attacks and responses. It is designed to be flexible and efficient for the application programmer and uses a syntax called S-expressions. Some of the ideas involved in CIDF have encouraged the creation of an Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) working group, named the Intrusion Detection Working Group (IDWG) [10]. Though inspired by the desire to share the ideas of CIDF in a wider community, IDWG is now a separate activity and may or may not use the results of CIDF. The purpose of IDWG is to define data formats and exchange procedures for sharing information [12].

After defining requirements of data formats and exchange procedures, the IDWG proposed the Intrusion Detection Message Exchange Format (IDMEF) as a standard data format that intrusion detection systems can use to report alerts about events that they deem suspicious, and two protocol specifications (IAP and IDXP) fulfilling the IDWG transport protocol (IDP) requirements for communicating IDMEF messages [5, 7, 12, 17].

(Figure 1) Hierarchical detection processing of DS-NVSA

3. DS-NVSA (Detection System of Network Vulnerability Scan Attacks)

In this section, we provide an overview of DS-NVSA, and then redefine the requirements of a secure communication framework for DS-NVSA.
3.1 Overview of DS-NVSA

DS-NVSA improves conventional algorithms based on
the specified number of packets received from one host in
a given period of time and provides a hierarchical detection
and response capability to counter attacks occurring across
large-scale networks as shown in (Figure 1) [1].

The server computes alert levels using the attack infor-
mation reported from agents within the given period.
The alert level is measured by the attacked agents and also
by the frequency of the attacks reported. If the alert level
indicates the critical status of the network, the server
notifies the alert level to the agents. In addition, the server
can send black list to agents when it is requested by
administrators or depending on the alert level. The black
list is composed of IP addresses and port numbers that are
largely used in the recent attacks or recommended to be
watched by the administrators. Receiving a response mes-
 sage, the agents adjust the alert level and apply the black
list to their detection policies. As a result, they watch pack-
ets more closely and get higher probability of detecting
packets with the IP addresses or port numbers in the black
list.

3.2 Requirements of A Secure Communication Framework
for DS-NVSA

DS-NVSA needs a secure communication framework
that handles the security threats and provides a standard-
ized way to enable interoperability with other intrusion
detection systems. Before presenting the secure commu-
ication framework for DS-NVSA, we redefine the following
requirements of the framework based on IDWG transport
protocol (IDP) requirements for communicating IDMEF
messages [12, 15].

3.2.1 Reliable Transmission

As DS-NVSA relies on the alert or response messages
sent, the framework should make sure that the messages
are delivered reliably. The IDWG specified that IDP be
based on TCP.

3.2.2 Operate through Firewalls without Compro-
mising Security

Since it is expected that firewalls will often be deployed
between the components of DS-NVSA, the framework
should have the ability to send messages through firewalls
without compromising security.

3.2.3 Mutual Authentication/Assurance of Messa-
ge Origin

Components of DS-NVSA must be able to verify the
identity of their peer. Assurance of message origin involves
a way to prove which messages came from which compo-
nent of DS-NVSA.

3.2.4 Integrity and Confidentiality

The framework should guarantee both the integrity and
confidentiality of its data.

3.2.5 Resist DOS Attacks

A common way to defeat secure communication systems
is through resource exhaustion, and it can prevent any
communication at all. It is desirable that the framework
resists such denial of service attacks.

3.2.6 Resist Malicious Duplication of Messages

A common way to impair the performance of secure
communications mechanisms is to duplicate messages being
sent, even though the attacker might not understand them.
It is desirable that the framework resists such message
duplication.

3.2.7 Interoperability

The framework should provide the standard message
formats and message exchange procedures that provide
interoperability with other systems.

3.2.8 Flexible Secure Protocols

In addition to the secure protocols (such as TLS) based
on public-key infrastructure, the framework should provide
secure protocols for the network system that cannot afford
to support public-key infrastructure.

4. Design of A Secure Communication Framework for
DS-NVSA

In this section, we propose a secure communication
framework for DS-NVSA in accordance with the require-
ments mentioned above. For the scalability and inter
operability with other systems, we design the framework based on IDMEF and IAP that have been drafted by IDWG. First, we design the message formats and message exchange procedures for DS-NVSA, and then modify IDMEF and IAP for them.

4.1 Message Format

Messages exchanged between the server and agents in DS-NVSA are classified into heartbeat messages, alert messages and response messages.

4.1.1 Heartbeat Message

Heartbeat messages are what the agents use to indicate their current status of starting, running or stopping to the server. Heartbeat messages are supposed to be sent at regular interval, say every ten minutes or every hour. The lack of a heartbeat message indicates that the agent or its network connection has failed. A heartbeat message is structured as (Figure 2) shows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sender ID</th>
<th>Current Time</th>
<th>HFlag</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• HFlag = one of (HStart, HStop, HNormal)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Figure 2) Heartbeat message

4.1.2 Alert Message

Alert messages are what the agents use to report the detected attacks to the server and are structured as (Figure 3) shows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sender ID</th>
<th>Current Time</th>
<th>Attack Type</th>
<th>Attack Inform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

(Figure 3) Alert message

4.1.3 Response Message

Server uses Response Messages in (Figure 4) to recommend agents to apply the alert level and black list to their detection policies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sender ID</th>
<th>Current Time</th>
<th>Alert Level</th>
<th>Black List</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

(Figure 4) Response message

4.2 Message Exchange Procedure

Message exchange procedure is composed of heartbeat message exchange procedure and alert/response message exchange procedure. (Figure 5) shows heartbeat message exchange procedure and (Figure 6) shows alert/response message exchange procedure.

4.3 Adaptation of IDWG Framework

For the interoperability with other systems, we adopt IDMEF and IAP proposed by the IDWG to our proposed framework. Because of XMLs extensibility and wide availability of software tools for parsing and validating XML, XML-based IDMEF is preferred for this work [5]. Furthermore, as IAP can fulfill all requirements defined in section 3 except the requirement of flexible secure protocols [16]. However, we cannot apply IDMEF and IAP directly to our message format and message exchange procedure defined above, because IDMEF does not support the heartbeat message and response message defined in 4.1. As based on TLS (Transport Layer Security Protocol), IAP does not support the network system that cannot afford to deploy public-key infrastructure. We improve IDMEF and IAP to go beyond this limitation and provide SKTLS (Symmetric Key based Transport Layer Security Protocol) as an alternative to TLS.
4.4 Improving IDMEF

To be applied to our work defined in 4.1 and 4.2, IDMEF must fulfill the following requirements. First, heartbeat messages should support status such as HStart, HStop and HNormal. Second, in addition to alert messages and heartbeat messages, it should support response messages that are composed of alert level and black list.

4.4.1 Extending Heartbeat Message

We add an hflag attribute to heartbeat messages for supporting HStart, HStop and HNormal. The DTD of heartbeat messages is modified as shown in (Figure 7).

(Figure 7) DTD of modified heartbeat message

4.4.2 Definition of Response Message

We define a response message class which inherits from IDMEF-Message class and consists of Analyzer, CreateTime, IPInform, Portlnform and AdditionalData class as (Figure 8) shows.

(Figure 8) Response message class

The DTD of response messages is shown in (Figure 9). Analyzer is the class for the server sending response messages to agents and CreateTime is the class showing when a response message is created. IPInform is the class for black list and its DTD is structured as (Figure 10) shows. If the IPType attribute of IPInform is black, agents add the addresses in IPInform to their own black list. If the IPType attribute of IPInform is normal, agents delete the addresses in IPInform from their own black list. PortInform is what the server sends to notify the risk level of the specified port number to its agents and is represented in the XML DTD as shown in (Figure 11). Response messages include an ident attribute and an alertlevel attribute. The alertlevel attribute shows the current alert level of networks.

(Figure 9) DTD of response message
4.5 Modifying IAP

We modify IAP to support various secure protocols and provide response messages and heartbeat messages.

4.5.1 Upgrade Request

To support various secure protocols in addition to TLS, we extend the Upgrade : header that is sent with iap-upgrade-request and the version of TLS to be used.

We replace “Upgrade : TLS/1.0” CRLF with “Upgrade : “ Protocol CRLF.

4.5.2 Alert Content

iap-content-url specified as /iap/alert/ in iap-content-request cannot support response messages and heartbeat messages. To solve that, we replace iap-content-url = “/iap/alert/” with iap-content-url = (“/iap/alert/” | “/iap/heartbeat/” | “/iap/response/”)

4.6 SKTLS(Symmetric Key based Transport Layer Security Protocol)

We present SKTLS to replace TLS as a secure protocol. Based on the symmetric key, SKTLS is not computationally expensive and complex. Also, it does not have difficult challenges such as verification of certificates, securely storing a private key, implementing and managing PKI, training users and so forth. Therefore, SKTLS enables our proposed framework to support network systems that cannot afford to support PKI due to some challenges mentioned above.

SKTLS has two phases: connection setup and data exchange.

4.6.1 Connection Setup

SKTLS connection setup phase is composed of mutual authentication, selecting cipher algorithms and exchanging session keys. Its detailed procedure is as shown in (Figure 12). For mutual authentication, this phase uses a challenge-response type of OTP (One Time Password) based on secret keys shared between peers.

(Figure 12) The connection setup of SKTLS

4.6.2 Data exchange

After the connection setup is completed, the data exchange phase begins. (Figure 13) shows the detailed procedure.

(Figure 13) Data exchange phase of SKTLS
5. Analysis of the proposed framework

In this section, we will look into the appliance of improved IAP and IDMEF in the proposed framework. Then on the basis of the requirements mentioned at section 3.2, a comparative analysis on our proposal will be presented.

5.1 Appliance of the Extended IAP and IDMEF

(Figure 14) shows an application of our proposed framework. While the agent is identified by the domain name 'A.IDS.NET' and the ID 'tigerA' with the network address 199.199.199.100, the server is specified by the domain name 'S.IDS.NET' and the ID 'tigers' with the network address.
192.199.199.130. We take SKTLS as a secure protocol. Messages are transferred through our proposed framework.

5.2 Analysis of the Proposed Framework

(Table 1) shows a comparative analysis of our proposal with the original IAP and IDMEN on the basis of the requirements of the secure communication framework.

As shown in [7, 16, 17], both original IAP and extended IAP can satisfy the requirements such as Reliable Transmission, Operation through Firewalls without Compromising Security, Mutual Authentication and Assurance of Message Origin, Integrity and Confidentiality, Resist DOS attacks, and Resist Malicious Duplication of Messages.

Our proposal can support various secure protocols in addition to TLS, and make it possible to express diverse messages mentioned above. So it is sure that our proposed framework is more appropriate to embody DS-NVSA. However, if we use SKTLS as a secure protocol, we cannot expect perfect service for non-repudiation due to the innate characteristics of the symmetric key structure. But in exchanging messages for intrusion detection and response, dissimilar to the case of E-commerce, we usually put emphasis on the point that the server could identify the message sender, and accordingly we can meet the need for non-repudiation by the mutual authentication in a sufficient level.

5.3 Using IDXP (Intrusion Detection eXchange Protocol)

At the 50th IETF, presentations were made on IAP, IDXP, a comparison of IAP and IDXP and TUNNEL (a BEEP profile used along with IDXP). The direction of the IDWG with regards to the future of these protocols was then discussed. A consensus reached at the meeting was that IDXP should become the IDWG message transfer protocol. Thus, IAP should remain as an Internet Draft as it is unless IDXP and TUNNEL prove themselves unworthy of meeting IDWG requirements and member expectations. Because such decisions were made during our research and IDXP had several problems with the implementation [17], we could not adopt IDXP as IDMEN message transfer protocol for our work. But it is not difficult to apply IDXP for our proposed framework. As implemented using the BEEP (Block Extensible Exchange Protocol) framework, IDXP provides flexibility in selecting a protocol for securing transport connections and support heartbeat message and response message using heartbeat type attribute and config type attribute of streamType options in the IDXP profile without additional modification. The only thing to do for the proposed framework is to define and register SKTLS profile.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a secure communication framework for interaction and information sharing between a server and several agents in DS-NVSA. After defining requirements of the secure communication framework for DS-NVSA, we design message formats and message exchange procedures for DS-NVSA in accordance with the requirements. Then, for the scalability and interoperability
with other intrusion detection systems, we propose the framework to be based on IDMEF and IAP drafted by IDWG. Because IDMEF and IAP have some limitations to be applied to our proposal, we improve them. Furthermore, we provide SKTLS as an alternative to TLS for the flexible secure protocol. Based on symmetric key, SKTLS does not have shortcomings of PKI and supports the network system that cannot afford to support PKI.

By comparing with original IAP and IDMEF, we show that our proposed framework fulfills the requirements defined and is more appropriate for DS-NVSA.

Our framework provides the reusability of heterogeneous intrusion detection systems and enables the scope of intrusion detection to be extended. Also it can be used as a framework of ESM (Enterprise Security Management) system.

As a future work, we will apply IDXP to our proposed framework and implement it. Also, in order to show the usefulness of the framework, we will implement interfaces for other intrusion detection systems such as Snort, scanlogd and RTSD.
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